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“Wood is a monosyllabic word, but it reveals a world 
of fairy tales and wonders.” 
Theodor Heuss (German politician, 1884 – 1963)
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Aims of the Programme and Skills Developed
As a graduate of the Master programme, you will be equipped with a  
profound knowledge of the future issues in the wood industry. You will 
have the skills and competence to solve challenging tasks in timber 
construction, in the woodworking or wood processing industries or in 
the supply industry. 

In today’s competitive and global economy, this education helps you 
acquire the skills to make fast and profitable decisions. Your highly  
developed methodological and social skills as well as your advanced 
knowledge of management prepare you for executive positions. The 
programme allows you to work at all positions along the wood value 
chain in technical, managerial, or ecologically critical roles, to under-
stand, initiate, and forge interactions with neighbouring disciplines 
as well as to coordinate and perform research and development  
in sector-relevant fields. Possible activities for graduates include leader- 
ship positions in management and production, project management, 
consulting, quality control, as well as research and development.

Master Wood Technology: Maximise Your 
Professional Potential

Technological progress, globalisation and digital net- 
working open up new possibilities in the timber and 
construction industry. The wood industry needs highly 
skilled and qualified specialists as well as managers  
to meet these challenges. The Master of Science in Wood 
Technology, developed by Bern University of Applied  
Sciences in close cooperation with leading experts of  
the wood industry, provides you with a profile that is  
both innovative and geared towards practical application. 

The Master pro- 
gramme, which is 
conducted in cooper-
ation with Rosen- 
heim University of 
Applied Sciences,  
is the only one of its 
 kind in Europe. 
Amongst its strengths 
are the practice- 
oriented education  
as well as the active 
involvement in ongo-
ing research projects. 



3Admission Requirements
 – Bachelor degree in wood technology or equivalent
 – Typically, above average final marks are required
 – Evidence of 210 credits (if proof of 180–210 credits is provided,  
the missing credits can be earned during the master programme)

 – Proof of English competence

Students during a lecture in Biel.
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Core Modules
The core modules comprise compulsory and elective subjects. The core 
modules will deal with crucial topics and teach the contents that serve 
as the basis for the projects relevant to the specialisations MPI and CTS. 
Furthermore, you acquire additional professional and methodological 
skills through elective modules. In this way, you tailor your studies to 
your preferences and inclinations. Thus, in addition to the necessary 
technical expertise, you will master the modern management methods 
and professional communication skills that are expected from today’s 
graduates of the Master programme.

Projects
Apart from the core modules, in the specialisations Management of  
Processes and Innovation (MPI) or Complex Timber Structures (CTS)  
the focus is on developing an individual profile. Each specialisation  
offers one comprehensive project per semester, which consists of  
two thematically coordinated Input Modules and an application-oriented 
Case Study. The projects must be completed as a unit and will thoroughly 
prepare you for handling future complex practical tasks.

The programme has a modular structure and comprises 
three semesters for full-time students, and four to  
six semesters if completed part-time. It consists of core  
modules, two comprehensive projects with a case study  
for each of the specialisations concluding with the Master 
Thesis. Via core modules and projects, you gain in-depth 
knowledge in timber engineering and management as well 
as methodology and social competence. Within either of 
the specialisations Management of Processes and Innovation 
(MPI) or Complex Timber Structures (CTS), the develop-
ment of individual profiles is encouraged. You are taught 
by experienced professors and external professionals  
from leading companies in the timber industry as well as 
from consulting agencies. 

Structure: The Journey Is the Destination
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Master Thesis
The Master Thesis allows a specialisation according to personal interests. 
Students deal with a topic of practical relevance at a high scientific 
level. The practical and theoretical tasks are accompanied by Master 
seminars to enhance and deepen method and communication com- 
petence. The Thesis is embedded in a current project with a business 
partner or an on-going research project at Bern University of Applied 
Sciences. It can thus serve as a springboard into professional life or as 
a starting point for a career in science.

Research and Development 
The Master programme is closely associated with research and develop- 
ment (R&D) at the BFH. Over 130 committed employees in R&D create 
ideal conditions for a progressive technical and scientific education. 
Two institutes house the research activities of particular relevance to 
the Master Wood Technology. The institutes have close links to the in-
dustry and serve as the interface to teaching and continuing education. 
Furthermore, there are strong links to the BFH Centre Wood, that covers 
wood as a raw and building material over the entire value chain, as well 
as to the Centre for Development and Cooperation that specialises in 
the cooperation with emerging and developing countries.
– Institute for Materials and Wood Technology
– Institute for Timber Construction, Structures and Architecture
– BFH Centre for Wood – Resource and Material
– Centre for Development and Cooperation

Master students at work in the BFH laboratory in Biel.



6 Study Models
In addition to full-time studies, there is a possibility for  
combining the Master with a year of practical training or  
part-time employment. These two options are especially  
applicable if the student lacks practical experience during  
his or her educational background or if the prior Bachelor  
Studies were completed with fewer than 210 credits.  
The lectures and events take place Monday / Tuesday and  
Thursday / Friday respectively, thus allowing for a com- 
bination with part-time employment in a company or as  
assistant at the Bern University of Applied Sciences. 

50 %
of students benefit from the 
modular structure and com-
bine their studies with 
employment in industry or 
in the research department 
of the Bern University of 
Applied Sciences.

Full-time studies Part-time studiesFull-time studies with 
practical training

Master Thesis

Practical training 
with integrated 
Master Thesis

Semester

5

4

3

2

1

6 Employment with 
integrated Master 
Thesis

Different Study Models
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At the centre of this specialisation, there are two semester-long  
projects, each consisting of a Case Study and thematically coordinated 
Input Modules. Additionally, you may integrate a topic from your  
personal work environment, upon which you will focus from the first 
semester until your Master Thesis. In the first Case Study, Digital  
Manufacturing in the Wood Industry, you will design a smart factory – 
a modell factory with fully-automatic 
product lines – with a consistently 
digital information system. You will 
then realise the smart factory in our 
technology park. At the same time you 
will be taught the basics of information 
management as well as planning and 
designing of organisational, logistic 
and business processes. In the second 
Case Study, Innovation Management, 
you will use an idea as a starting point 
for an innovation project which you will develop up to market launch. 
Here you will learn how companies nurture a culture of innovation,  
how they develop and implement innovation strategies as well as in- 
novation structures. A further focus will be on the implementation of 
methods for innovation development. During the case study, you will 
create a Business Case and communicate this to potential investors.

In the context of ever more demanding customer require-
ments and increasing competition, innovation plays a  
significant role for success in and around the wood industry. 
Projects are becoming increasingly complex and more  
international. New approaches from information technology 
such as Industry 4.0 open up existing structures and 
change the business landscape. Customers and partners are  
incorporated directly into the supply chain. This is where  
the specialisation MPI comes in. You acquire the professional 
skills to develop and manage business models and to intro-
duce innovative technologies as well as new products.

Specialisation Management of Processes 
and Innovation (MPI)

New approaches from infor- 
mation technology such  
as Industry 4.0 are opening  
up existing structures and  
changing the business land- 
scape.



8 It has become ever more complex to develop and build  
modern timber constructions and the requirements put on 
timber engineers have increased accordingly. In the 
specialisation CTS, you will develop methods for planning 
and building ambitious free form and shell structures 
and multi-storey buildings in timber. Among the main topics 
covered in the specialisation are progressive procedures 
for modelling new and existing structures, simulation and 
data management as well as seismic calculations, challenges 
relating to building physics and normative parameters.

Specialisation Complex Timber Structures 
(CTS)

At the centre of this specialisation, there are two semester-long projects, 
each consisting of a Case Study and thematically coordinated Input 
Modules. In the first project, Modelling 
of Complex Timber Structures, you will 
analyse free forms and shell structures. 
The focus is on modelling, statically 
analysing and calculating complex bear- 
ing structures and details, as well as 
on their practical and constructional 
implementation. In interdisciplinary 
work, you will optimise the designs for manufacturing and assembly. 
You will also take into consideration the boundary conditions regarding 
construction processes, planning and cost security (Building Information 
Modelling BIM). In the framework of the second project, Multi-Storey 
Timber and Hybrid Structures, you will examine the load bearing be-
haviour of multi-storey wood structures and you will design, model and

Progressive procedures for  
modelling, simulation and data 
management are key aspects 
of the specialisation.
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The large testing rig for wood structures and the CNC-Machine in the BFH laboratory in Biel.

calculate earthquake-resistant timber bearing structures. You will apply 
and implement the current structural standards for seismic action. In 
addition you will learn to critically assess the results from the earth-
quake design. You will develop concepts for multi-storey buildings of 
timber, that go beyond the high-rise building limit. Furthermore, you 
will apply procedures of the assessment and strengthening of existing 
buildings, address aspects of building physics and fire safety as well as 
solve specific questions of interrelated planning and construction 
process management.
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Module Schedule

Semester

1

2

3 Master Thesis
inlcuding 2 weeks Master Seminar

Design Thinking 
mandatory for MPI 
 
Methodology for innovation,  
initiation of an innovation project

Leadership and Communication
Leadership, personal development, 
self-management, international 
project management

Elective
Advanced Wood Processing  
(10 credits), modules of the  
Master of Science in Engineering,  
continuing education courses  
offered by the BFH, 
language (up to 5 credits),  
term paper (3–10 credits),  
excursion (2 credits),  
further courses on request

Innovative Material Technology
Wood-based hybrid materials,  
bionics, material emissions,  
material characterisation

Scientific Methods
Scientific methodologies, statistics, 
global environmental management

Elective  
as above

1 163 185 207 229 2411 2613 282 174 196 218 2310 2512 2714 15 29 30

Core modules elective
Specialisation Management  
of Processes and Innovation MPI

Specialisation Complex Timber 
Structures CTS

Core modules mandatory

Credits

Project 2 MPI: Innovation Management

Innovation Strategy
Management of innovation pro-
cesses, innovation management 
tools, new product development

Case Study Finance and Legal
Financial management, taxes, 
intellectural property

Project 2 CTS: Multi-Storey Timber and Hybrid Structures

Assessment and Retrofitting
Methods for assessment, 
maintenance and strengthening, 
remodeling, densification

Case Study Earthquake and Design
Concepts for multi-storey timber 
buildings, structural dynamics, 
lateral force method, modal  
response, spectrum analysis

Project 1 MPI: Digital Manufacturing in the Wood Industry 

Case Study Processes and Controlling
Process management, simulation, 
economic efficiency, controlling

Free Form and Shell Structures
Load carrying behaviour,  
geometry and digitalisation, 
modelling, connections 

Case Study

Project 1 CTS: Modelling of Complex Timber Structures

Finite Element Modelling 
mandatory for CTS 
 
Plate theory, second order  
calculation, limit state analysis, 
advanced mathematics

Information Management
Data management, databases, 
web technology, data security, 
BIM, Industry 4.0

Master Thesis
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Certificate of Global Competence
With BFH’s supplementary “Certificate of Global Competence”, you as a 
student have the opportunity to acquire specific intercultural and  
transcultural skills during the course of your studies and to earn a quali- 
fication for them. You can find more information at bfh.ch/international. 

Infrastructure
– The university has an open-access library with reading rooms. The 

library documents are linked to NEBIS, the network of libraries and 
information centers in Switzerland. 

– Students are allowed to use the facilities of the technology park,  
laboratories, and workshops. They may use the facilities at all hours.

– Students have access to an intranet, as well as direct access to WiFi. 
Each student is allocated a personal e-mail address.

– Parking spaces are available for a fee. Windscreen stickers are 
available from the campus secretariat. Why not try public trans- 
portation instead?

– In Biel we operate the biggest research centre for the Swiss wood in-
dustry; in Burgdorf we run a laboratory for geotechnics together with 
the Institute for Geology at the University of Bern. Most Export  
reports are certified according to ISO / IEC 17025 by the Swiss Accredi- 
tation Service (SAS). The tests are internationally recognised.

Study Matters

Annual Schedule in Calendar Weeks

Autumn semester
38 – 51 52 – 1 2 – 4 5 – 6 7

Spring semester

Lectures
Exams

Lecture-free period (possibly: Block Weeks, Projects)

8 – 24 25 26 – 37
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The region of the Lake of Biel and the vicinity to the Swiss Alps offer attractive 
conditions for a multitude of activities.

Accommodation and Catering
The university cafeteria offers inexpensive meals (breakfast, lunch, 
dinner and snacks) from Monday to Friday. We help our students find 
inexpensive accommodation near the campus. For more information,  
go to our website at ahb.bfh.ch. 

Leisure: Sport and Culture
The BFH offers a broad range of leisure activities, with training in  
numerous types of sport and various culture-related courses.  
The choices are varied and attractive, ranging from badminton or  
power yoga to drawing or singing in a choir. “The Games”, our  
traditional sports day, takes place every year in early summer at  
the Federal Institute for Sports in Magglingen. You can find more  
information at bfh.ch/hochschulsport.
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After Graduation

Doctoral Degree
Holding a master of science degree with excellent results, you may, in 
collaboration with a university, write a doctoral thesis at the BFH.  
The candidates must be admitted by the university. They can thus take  
advantage of our practice-oriented infrastructure and laboratories, 
while obtaining specific, in-depth knowledge. We can help you find the 
appropriate university and research topics.

Continuing Education
The range of continuing education offered by the BFH in the disciplines  
of architecture, wood and civil engineering supports life-long learning 
and helps to keep you professionally up-to-date. The university allows 
you to acquire the latest innovative and professionally relevant subject 
matter through dialogue with professionals from teaching and research,  
as well as with experts with practical experience. We offer further edu- 
cation courses (MAS and CAS) and conduct specialist conferences and 
courses. Our offers are oriented towards on the needs of your professional 
career, your individual situation, and your company’s needs. Additional  
information can be found at continuing education at ahb.bfh.ch, where 
the full range of what we offer is presented.



15Programme Starting Date
The first semester begins in calendar week 38 (mid september)

Programme Duration
Full-time: 3 semesters, Part-time: 4 to 6 semesters

Study Place
Biel, Switzerland

Programme Language
English. Upon approval, the project paper and thesis may alternatively 
be written in German or French.

Programme Fees
 – Tuition      CHF 750.–
 – Materials fee     CHF 50.–
 – Examination fee     CHF 80.–
 – Fee for social, cultural, and sports activities  CHF 24.–
 – Voluntary BUAS student association membership CHF 15.–

The registration fee of CHF 100.– is a one-time , non-refundable fee, 
even if the application is rejected. 

Application Procedure
Applications must be submitted online at  
http://www.bfh.ch/en/studies/registration. All documents that  
are not written in German, French, or English, require an official  
translation. A complete list of required documents can be found  
on the Master Wood Technology website under “Registration”:  
http://www.ahb.bfh.ch/master-wood
As soon as all documents are submitted and the registration fee has 
been paid, the application will be forwarded to the department for  
review. The applicant can review the status of their application online 
at all times.

Head of Programme
Heiko Thoemen, PhD.: heiko.thoemen@bfh.ch

Programme Coordinator
Christa Gertiser: christa.gertiser@bfh.ch

Administrative Details
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Comprehensive Education in Wood and 
Construction

The Bern University of Applied Sciences Architecture, Wood and 
Civil Engineering offers the following degree courses
Bachelor

 – of Arts in Architecture
 – of Science in Civil Engineering
 – of Science in Wood Engineering

Master
 – of Arts in Architecture (coop. with the University of Applied Sciences 
of Western Switzerland)

 – of Science in Wood Technology (coop. with the University of Applied 
Sciences of Rosenheim, Germany)

 – of Science in Engineering (coop. with Switzerland’s Universities of 
Applied Sciences) 

Master of Advanced Studies
 – MAS Timber Construction
 – MAS Preservation of Historical Buildings, Restoration and Conversion
 – MAS in Suistanable Construction

Certificates of Advanced Studies (CAS)

The affiliated Higher Technical School of Wood Biel offers the 
following courses

 – Technical Specialist Diploma HS Wood Technics with diploma in 
Timber Construction, Woodworking Industry, or Lumber Industry

 – Postgraduate course HS in management 
 – Timber construction foreman with diploma 
 – Timber construction foreman with federal professional certificate 
 – Wood specialist with federal professional certificate
 – Master Craftsman in timber construction, specialist with federal diploma

The range of sercvices offered by Research and Development 
covers

 – Application-oriented research and development in all areas of study
 – Contract services
 – Accredited testing: Most expert reports are certified according to 
ISO / IEC 17025 by the Swiss Accreditation Service (SAS). The tests 
are internationally recognised.

 – Knowledge and technology transfer

The Department Ar-
chitecture, Wood and 
Civil Engineering is 
part of Bern Univer-
sity of Applied Sci-
ences BFH and is one 
of the leading uni-
versities in the wood 
and construction sec-
tor. As a nationally 
and internationally 
accredited school, 
we equip future ar-
chitects, civil-, tim-
ber or wood techno-
logy engineers for a 
successful career.

Our programmes are 
accredited through 
ACQUIN and meet 
the European stan-
dards of “European 
Foundation for Qua-
lity Management” 
(EFQM).



Legal note:

The present document is a general information document. In case of doubt, legal regu-
lations and the study regulations are authorative. Errors and omissions excepted.

2nd Edition, 2016

Pictures:

Alexander Jaquemet and Bern University of Applied Sciences BFH



Bern University of Applied Sciences
Architecture, Wood and Civil Engineering
Solothurnstrasse 102
P.O. box 6096
2500 Biel 6

Phone +41 32 344 02 02

mht.ahb@bfh.ch
ahb.bfh.ch/master-wood

facebook.com/bfh.msc.woodtechnology
twitter.com/BFH_AHB_Events
youtube.com/bernerfachhochschule


